Two people bowedled perfect games at Orchid Bowl last week. Bowling ball engineering has caused a 100 percent increase in the number of 300 games in the last five years. Get in on the new, evolving bowling technology and improve your score without effort at Orchid Bowl this week.

Tonight, like every Thursday, is Rock and Bowl night at Orchid Bowl. For $1 you get 2.5 hours of bowling with live DJs and a snazzy pair of flipper shoes that have the potential to make drunken companions fall and instigate laughter. Orchid Bowl is under new management with renovations planned for the coming year.

Orchid Bowl is open 24 hours, serves alcohol for many of them and is staffed with friendly, kind souls who care about your bowling experience. Be it 4 a.m. or 4 p.m., Orchid Bowl awaits to satiate all your striking urges. Orchid Bowl is located at 5925 Calle Real. Check 'em out!

Anton's: The American Dream in Action

Circle the wagons, put the dutch oven in the coals and tell cookie to throw out her during the hip-replacement.

My sod-shanty, pioneer great-grandmother raised eight kids on food like this; hearty food that fueled them through harsh winters on the badlands of South Dakota. That may not mean a great deal to those whose student appetites consist of sex, beer and the occasional beer-battered food product. In any case, this place serves woodstock's -dulled taste buds through the stratosphere. This fable monument to all things pasta, pizza, calzones, pastrami sandwiches and salad, goes by the name of Gina's and damn is it good.

Open Sunday through Thursday from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Friday and Saturday from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m., Gina's does dine-in, take out and delivery for $1. Combo specials run around four bucks and feature delicious pasta or pizza with a scrumptious salad and a drink.

Due to the lovely Nexus account that affords me free lunch and final wisdom every week, I splurged on the famous Chicken Palermo pizza. After a short wait I was served a steamup hot and fresh like Nanna used to, and never taking the time to write to her about going to church, being too self-absorbed to make an offering to Gamelan, the god of winged souls who care about your bowling experience. Be it 4 a.m. or 4 p.m., Orchid Bowl awaits to satiate all your striking urges.

That may not mean a great deal to those whose student appetites consist of sex, beer and the occasional beer-battered food product. In any case, this place serves woodstock's -dulled taste buds through the stratosphere. This fable monument to all things pasta, pizza, calzones, pastrami sandwiches and salad, goes by the name of Gina's and damn is it good.

Open Sunday through Thursday from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Friday and Saturday from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m., Gina's does dine-in, take-out and delivery for $1. Combo specials run around four bucks and feature delicious pasta or pizza with a scrumptious salad and a drink.

Gina's Pizza Smokes Domino's!

Variety is the spice of life, goes the old adage, and all things apply. Do you have the Woodstock's number memorized? Do you know exactly how much the student special with tax is going to cost? Then it's time for a change, brutha! Your gutlet cries, "something new! Something gourmet! Anything but more pepperoni!"

Nestled away in the sparkling new shopping center across the tundra of parking lot from Costco lies a righteous Italian eatery that will blow your Woodstock's-dulled taste buds through the stratosphere. This fable monument to all things pasta, pizza, calzones, pastrami sandwiches and salad, goes by the name of Gina's and damn is it good.

Open Sunday through Thursday from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Friday and Saturday from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m., Gina's does dine-in, take-out and delivery for $1. Combo specials run around four bucks and feature delicious pasta or pizza with a scrumptious salad and a drink.

Gina's Pizza- Do It Now!
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The String Cheese Incident's latest release, "Vimini," first stores Thursday, June 7th.

Also playing at the Greek Theatre, L.A. 8/1

Thursday, August 2nd @ 6pm

Also playing at the Greek Theatre, L.A. 8/1

If Kafka went to UCSB, he totally would have worked here.

Come write for the Daily Nexus. Apply in our office under Storke Tower.